
Nativity Jesuit Academy
Facility Committee

May 25, 2022
7:30 a.m.

Mission Statement: Educating Youth for a Life of Christian Leadership and Service.

Attendees: Jim Parks Committee Chair Berghammer Construction
Dennis Pollard COO Froedtert Health
Tom Popalisky President Acoustech Supply
Vanessa Solis President NJA
Jim Frank Operations Manager NJA
Jonathon Nowak Principal NJA
Josh Kraemer Camp Director NJA
Jesus Torres Director of Finance NJA
Chris Banach Assistant Principal NJA
John Brady

Excused:
Mark Herr Consulting Partner Plunkett Raysich Architects-Retired
Ric Miller Partner MC Group

Agenda/Minutes

1. Prayer - Mr Parks led prayer

2. School / President Update - Mrs Solis asked if we could introduce John Brady. he is senior cyber

security AT&T.  Mr. Brady gave some background about how he ended back in Milwaukee. He is

Marquette high alum, volunteered at Nativity and Marquette

Mrs Solis added they were connected through Fr. Doug

Mrs Solis gave a hiring update - adding Academic aides, Art teacher hired, asst to special projects

hired,which will be a big help in transitioning to sales force this summer. Mr Brady works with

salesforce. We hired an assistant to graduate support to work with Mr. Foley, also reaching out to

girls H.S.’s as we have 6th grade girls. The hire is an alum. We are still looking for a 3rd grade and

a Principal. Principal Position is top of mind She discussed how and where we are looking. She

said Jon has been helping with the transition. She mentioned being aware of parent concerns.

Mr Pollard asked if there's a plan for an Interim. Mrs Solis said we have talked about that

internally.  She mentioned we are looking for the best fit, not just someone to fill the role.

Jon mentioned we are looking for camp counselors.

3. Capital Updates

a. Mercer- Josh- It's been busy. making good progress. Carpet in Ignatius is complete.

Flooring is put off till fall now due to weather, as there isn't enough time to finish(2 to 3

week project) before camp due to the labor intensive work. He asked the contractor for

a letter of firm start and end dates as well as a price lock.



Outside Ignatius - shingles done, there was additional labor due to the condition of the

building. Those repairs have been completed.

Gutter is the next step. The Fascia and soffit also have to wait till fall. He also asked this

contractor for the same letter. Gutters are expected to be done by the start of camp.

Jon asked if the facia/soffit was left on?

Josh said no, they removed the old rot was removed..

Jim P. said to do a walk to ensure there are no nails or other items kids could step on.

Josh spoke about gutters

Jim P. aske why we are putting gutters back on.

Josh said it's due to the erosion around the building.

Gutter guards were discussed and are not a good solution.

John B. asked about using rain barrels.

Josh said it was a great idea. Could possibly use water for cleaning. and getting kids

Involved.

Internet update - Internet has been installed to Lakeview. he said Andrew and Mike will

be coming to install the fiber modem and other devices.

Josh said he has had conversation with Andrew regarding networking at camp.

Josh said the rest of the opening of the property from winter and inspections have been

done.

Jon asked if there was damage to the landscape from the construction vehicles.

Josh said thankfully no there wasn't much and damage was minimal due to boring vs

trenching the internet. They used smaller vehicles to load limits.

Josh mentioned sports netting. We have 3 poles to start but expect to expand. He would

like a little assistance with placement..

b. Milwaukee  Jim F mentioned the elevator project.

Elevator project will be starting June 13th. will run 6-10 weeks. The elevator will be out

of service for the duration of the project.

Dishwasher broke down. Due to the cost of the repair as well as the past repairs the unit

was replaced.

This summer the plan is to replace the emergency lighting ballasts with LED

replacements so we can continue converting the lighting to LED. The stairwells are

currently fluorescent and are on all the time. There is one of these ballasts on each level

of the stairwell, which has prevented us from converting the stairwells to LED.  The gym

lights will also be finished in their conversion to LED.

Furniture has been ordered to accommodate the new hires

Desks were ordered. We ordered about ½ a classroom full as extras and replacements.

Jim F mentioned lead times and also mentioned the new gym doors were installed after

a 5month lead time.

Wheaton grant update. The trees on the west side of the building are scheduled to be

removed june 20th.

American landscape was contacted to repair the entire west side grass area. The grass

area will be closed during summer school so we can repair the grass and tree removal

spot.



All cameras have been installed. There are better resolution cameras pointing at the

gates to capture license plates and possible faces of all entering and leaving our

property. There are now cameras installed on all floors and the dock camera was

adjusted to see more of the area. The capture card is pretty maxxed out causing some

minor static interference. Users will be limited to not overtax the system.

Dennis asked if we record

Jim said yes.

John B asked about who is it run by and how is it set up

Jim said originally it was set up by JCI

Jon explained we had all old analog cameras. We got a safety grant to add recording. JCI

installed a hybrid system to eventually add IP cameras. Then we got a Wheaton sisters

grant to add more cameras. We used Code Red Security for this. We are not sure we will

use JCI in the future.

Jim F said we have switched all business from JCI to Code Red and Badger securities due

to the cost of using JCI. It's hard to stay away from them 100% as they have some

proprietary items we must use them for. We need them for a small item in the elevator

project.

We discussed their response time as terrible, not just the little guy.

John B asked if we have a legal obligation to keep video for a certain length of time? and

our commitment to the community. He said the size of our server is small and, looking to

the future, how do we get into cloud based services? They're accessible and cheap.

Jon said where we were in times of older technology are we may have been farther

along there. in terms of how long we keep recordings he's not sure if there are rules but

it would be worth looking into. We recently had a safety committee discussion regarding

police requests and neighborhood requests. What does that process look like  and how

do we log this? We will always cooperate with law enforcement and it's different if a

neighbor comes. We have to define what that looks like.

Mrs Solis said that policy is very important to research, especially with the incident that

happened in texas.

Dennis asked how often we review and update our policy for safety.

Mrs Solis said we need to do a better job of reviewing the policy. She said we didn't have

a policy until Jon set up one. it is important to review it regularly, especially in light of

yesterday.

Chris said after Parkland there was a lot of funding thrown into security. they have

changed their guidance 3 times in 3yrs.

Jon said in the last 2 yrs it has been somewhat stable. The signs of standard response

protocol by our doors are seen in other schools as a sign of uniformity of the policy. It

comes down to us communicating to students, parents and teachers.

Dennis mentioned our security. when our door is buzzed that no one asks who it is. It

just unlocked and he's let in.

Mrs Solis said the front has always been an issue talked about as not feeling as safe as it

should. It was discussed when renovations were happening and would have required

reconstruction. she wasn't sure how that ended as she wasn't in that conversation



Jon B. mentioned Bollards being installed to keep vehicles from being able to drive into

the building.

Jon said the government's response has been to issue more funding and training . It is

important for us to be ready for that and to think about what will be practically

important for Nativity. So when it does happen we will be able to take advantage really

quickly. they can be complicated and convoluted for a private school but it's definitely

worth it.

Jim P said to Dennis’ point when the meetings start there is a presence up front at that

time possibly due to kids coming to school. It looks like we have a good plan in place for

monitoring who comes in in the morning. He agrees there should be a visual check down

when people come to the door.

Mrs Solis said she wouldn't be surprised that if we were thinking about this that the

parents are thinking about this as well. It's important to communicate these issues with

the kids so they feel comfortable.

4. Exterior Master Plan Jim said he doesn't have much more to add to this

5. Strategic Plan Updates Jim F.  said we had our first meeting to discuss the redesign of the

courtyard. He will connect with Mark Herr to submit the ideas to PRA. Some of the ideas were,

we want to keep it green space. changing the pathway, more benches for seating. Another idea

was a garden to be used as a learning opportunity.

Chris brought up what we grow and there will be some maintenance. where we will need to

water them.

a. Create and execute a Master Facilities Plan for Mercer Campus

b. Create Facilities Reserve Fund

c. Exterior Upgrades to Milwaukee- already discussed.

6. Next Meeting Date: We discussed a change of days due to all school mass being on Wednesdays.

We chose tuesdays. Meeting dates are as follows Aug,23rd, Nov 15th, Feb 21st, 23 May 16th,

2023

7. Jim P asked if I could add a 2 day reminder attached to the meeting schedule to give all an extra

reminder

Dennis asked what we are doing with the Ignatius exterior?referring to the smart siding. did we

decide to defer that and stain it?

Josh said thAT decision was put on hold. We are going to get the roof, gutters,  and fascia/soffit

on and that would be phase 1. We’re not sure what phase 2 and 3 look like yet. We got a number

for siding and staining. They're old but he will review them in fall..

John B asked if there is a risk of vermin by not having a facia/soffit on?

Josh said yes  that because of all the old wood wrapping it would be better now.

Mentioned was putting up bat houses. there are some up.

Josh said hopefully with the increased activity and exterior lighting will deter that. Josh will

check with the local pest guy to see if there's something they can do in the meantime.

Jim P. adjourned the meeting.


